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Response-Letter to BMC Health Services Research

Manuscript No.: 2658405554700722
Title: Treatment Incidence of and Medical Utilization for Hospitalized Subjects with Pathologic Fractures in Taiwan - Survey of the 2008 National Health Insurance Data

Dear Editorial Office:

We have extensively revised our manuscript according to editors’ comments. Those 5 minor edits have been revised to their more scientific writing.

§ Responses to the editors’ recommendations:

Edit (1) : A reworded sentence is seen on Page-3.[red-colored]

Edit (2) & Edit (3) : The reworded sentences are showed on Page-11,12.[red-colored]

Edit (4) : A reworded sentence is seen on Page-14.[red-colored]

Edit (5) : A comment is appended at the bottom of Table-3 [red-colored in Page-20] and the statistic method is still revised [red-colored in Page-7].

Yang Nan-Ping, MD, MSc, PhD.
( the corresponding author )
2011/07/28, in Taiwan